Form and function are perfectly aligned in
the clean, elegant lines of Royce.
This practical, modern design features
interlocking seats and arms that easily
facilitate custom designed floor plans,
allowing you to maximise space and
optimise seating capacity in home theatres
and media rooms.
A one-touch control operates the quiet,
electically powered mechanism, allowing
the seat’s occupant to pause and stop in
any desired position between upright and
fully reclined.
If you are very tall, add the optional,
adjustable head rest for maximum long
term comfort.
The Royce is also a breeze to clean,
thanks to the absence of old fashioned
dust trapping pillow-style cushions. Most
components, including the the chaise foot
pad, easily detach for maintenance.
Available in leather or the fabric of your
choice. Guaranteed for ten years.
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Note: Optional drink holders and adjustable headrests by request. Triangle wedge arms also available
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Form and function
are perfectly aligned
in the clean, elegant
lines of Royce.
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NOTE: If you choose
a wedge component
you will need to add an
additional 130mm to the
rear length meaurement,
eg, for a chair with
one arm and one
wedge, the front L-to-R
measurement is 910mm,
while L-to-R at rear
measures 1040mm.

This practical, modern
design features
interlocking seats and
arms that easily facilitate
custom designed floor
plans, allowing you to
maximise space and
optimise seating capacity
in home theatres and
media rooms.
A one-touch control
operates the quiet,
electically powered
mechanism, allowing the
seat’s occupant to pause
and stop in any desired
position between upright
and fully reclined.
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Endless variations....
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1600 when fully reclined

The Royce is also a
breeze to clean, thanks
to the absence of old
fashioned dust trapping
pillow-style cushions. Most
components, including the
the chaise foot pad, easily
detach for maintenance.
Available in leather or
the fabric of your choice.
Guaranteed for ten years.
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If you are very tall, add the
optional, adjustable head
rest for maximum long
term comfort.
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